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the subject receives the action. example: the piano was played by liz. - the sentence that uses the active voice
is stronger, uses fewer words, and clearly passive voice: how to spot it and fix it - it is easier to
understand. the reader doesn’t have to wait until the end of the sentence to understand “who did what to
whom.” in “truncated” passive voice, the reader has to decide who’s doing the action in two -voice poetry readwritethink - two -voice poetry what is a two-voice poem? two-voice poetry is written for two people to
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grammar the passive voice 1 the passive voice introduction the passive of an active tense is formed by putting
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cause your prose to seem flat and uninteresting. adult assessment template: voice evaluation form voice evaluation template 3 templates are consensus-based and provided as a resource for members of the
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more tax, or 2011 ssgb sample exam - the global voice of quality | asq - cssgb-sample exam 7 appendix
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